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A GENERALIZATION OF BOOLEAN RINGS

By Hisao Tominaga and Adil Yaqub

Throughout the present note, R will represent an alternative ring (all of
whose subrings generated by two elements are associative) with identity l, C
the set of elenents c in R such that cz:ac for all c€8, and iV the set of
nilpotent el€ments in R,

Recently, A Melter 73, p.220J considered the following condition which
arose, presummably, in connection with logic:

(') (l-c+cr) (l-y+rr)=t if and only if c=y (c, yeR),
and raised &e followilg question: For which associative rings with identity

does the condition (') hold ? T. M. K. Davison [l] gave the following char-
acterization of associative rings satisfying (i): An associative ring R with 1.

satisfies (*) if ad only if (i) a5:c3 for all reR, 6i) 4x2=42 for all ceR,
and (iii) for rny idempotent ceR and any non-zero xe&, c*lo, cf (:ce-
ar). The present authors and Y. Hirano [2] proved recently that if an associative.

ring R with I satisfies (*) then R is commutative and R/rV is a Boo.lean ring.
Incidentally, that (*) implies commutativity is not alryarent from Davison,s
characterization.

The purpose of this note is to give the following theorem with an elementary
proof (cf. also the main theorem of [4]):

THEOREM. Lct R bc an alternatitc ritg arirh i.hntitr !, and N the sa of
nil?otebt clcn.nts in R. Tlvn R satisfies (*) if and nb if (a) R is connststioe

and R/N is a Boohan (associative) ritg, and (b) u2:l lor dtcrt wit a in R,

PROOF. "Only if": Put c:2:l in (i) to get 8:0. Put jr:3 in (') to get
(1- a+ az)z =l and herre

(1) ^, 2, , 2,2a\s-c ) =\c-c ).
Obviously, (t- c2)G :8(t- t2)3:0, and therefore

(2) t- xze,N.

By (I),4a=2(x- z") -2(- r- (-r)"'1= 1a-o2) - (- x- (-a)2'12: -4rt, and hencq
(3) 4a=4ts.

Replacing c by c+l in (3) and noting that 8:0, we 8et 4(s*l):4(c+l)3:
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423+1t2+4c+1, and therefore by (3),

(4) 4x=4x2.

Now, since /=2a1-3c2+2x by (1), we see that zs =2(2xs -3r2 +2r1-3r'+
2=x3-4a2+4r, and so by (4)

(5) tu:r3.
In patticular, uz=L (or equivalently u-r:ul fot every unit r in R, proving

(b). Let ri, u be units in R. Then, tv=(vu)-t=oui in particular, f aeN,
D€JV, then [a, b]=l|*a, 1+rJ:0. Now, let cG.R, 22:2, and let t€R, Set

a:ct(l-e\. Then c2:0:at and aa=a. Since

ll- (ale\* (a+ clel ll-e].c(a+e)l - (l-a) (1+a) =1,
(-) gives a*e:e, and thus a=0, i.e., ct=ct.. A similar argument, trrtting
a:(I-c)tc, shorns that tr:rtr, and henc€ rt:t . Thus every idempotent element

in R belongs to c. By (5), rE:c6=r', aod hence rt is in c. Now, let 4elv,
ceR. Sincc x-x2 ard "t-r' ate both in N by (2) afr at is in C, we have

Ia, cl=[a, ,-ra1=7o, "-"2]+lo, tz-ra1:g, and hence N is an ideal contained

in C. Therefore a:(s-c2) + (.x2 -ra|lote] for all c in R, that is R is

commutative. Now, l€t x, t, zeR. Then, by (2) and the comnutativity of I,
s (ttz) - (at) z= s (st) + z(at) -k(xt)

= (a + z) t k + zl_rJ _ @ + z)z r +
l(r+s)2 - (t+ z)l t- (t2 - z)t- (22 - z)t-b(';il.eN,

which proves that R/ is associative, and therefore Boolean' proving (a).

'If': Since R/N is a Boolean ring, c-c2€N and hencc l-c+ar2 is a unit in
R. Therefore, by (b), (l-c+c2;2:1, which Proves onc part of (r). To prove

the other part of e), sq)pce tbtt (l-x+ti (l-r+yc) -1. Then, by (b)

rnd the commutativity of e,

0=(1-r+rr) {l-(l-r+at) $-t+tt)l =L-x+x!- (l-r+rc) +r-x,
i.e., x:y, This proves the "if" pert, aad the theoren is proved.
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